Introduction
Speculative parallelization divides a program into possibly parallel tasks. Parallel execution succeeds if it produces the same output as the original program; otherwise, it is reverted to sequential execution. Previous studies have developed various programming primitives [1, 3, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] 13] . Many of these new primitives are hints and do not change program output even if they are wrong.
Consider the two hints below. In each case, a hint annotates a code block and suggests the presence or absence of parallelism in the execution of the code block. They are developed as part of the BOP system and hence bear a common prefix [3] .
• A possibly parallel region bop ppr suggests that run-time instances of the code block are parallel. A PPR block is similar to a safe future [11] or an ordered transaction [10] .
• A likely serial region bop ordered suggests that run-time instances of the code block should be executed sequentially in program order. The meaning is similar to the ordered directive in OpenMP except that bop ordered is a hint (implemented using speculative post-wait [4] , which is an extension of Cytron's do-across construct [2] ).
The two hints do not change the program output. They are more appropriately called a parallelization interface rather than a parallel programming interface. While a parallel language controls both parallelism and its semantics, a parallelization interface affects only parallelism but not the program result.
A parallelization interface cannot use concurrency constructs. In this paper, a concurrency construct is defined as a synchronization primitive that permits out-of-order access to shared data. Common examples are locks, barriers, critical and atomic sections, and transactions. Concurrency constructs allow a program, when given the same input, to produce one of several possible results that are all correct. Parallelization hints are limited to producing a single outcome-the sequential result-and have to enforce in-order upCopyright is held by the author/owner(s). The benefit of hints is safe parallel programming. Many issues affect safety. A program may call third-party code that is not thread safe. It may not be completely parallel, and the degree of parallelism may change from input to input. In addition, the granularity may be unknown or input dependent. Some tasks may be so short that sequential execution is fastest. Traditionally, a user should resolve all these issues in order to parallelize a program. With hints, the parallelism can always be suggested. Furthermore, no parallel debugging is needed. The parallel execution is correct if the sequential one is.
Concurrency constructs have been a mainstay of parallel programming, a question naturally arises as to how expressive and usable a parallelization interface can be without them. It is difficult to quantify usability. This short paper tries to answer the question through two examples of parallel programming without concurrency constructs.
A While Loop
Information processing is often implemented by a while loop, as shown in Figure 1 . The loop body has three steps: dequeue the next work, process it, and insert the output into result tree. The parallelized version encloses the last two steps in a PPR block, suggesting that the work can be done in parallel once it is dequeued.
Consider the step of tree insertion. On the one hand, it is part of the PPR block so it obtains the result of parallel processing. On the other hand, the tree is shared, so the insertion is serialized by the bop ordered hint. The resulting tree is identical to one from sequential execution.
As a comparison, consider parallelizing the work loop using OpenMP. The step of tree insertion is marked as a critical section. As a concurrency construct, the critical section allows tree insertions to happen in any order-a later iteration may insert first if it finishes earlier. Out-of-order insertion improves parallelism-a later task does not have to wait-but it leads to non-determinism-the shape of the tree may differ from run to run. Non-determinism complicates debugging. Suppose the implementation has an infrequent error that manifests once every hundred executions. A user will have difficulty reproducing it in a debugger.
An ordered block requires in-order tree insertion and loses parallelism. However, the loss may be compensated by starting future PPR tasks when processors are idle [14] . As a hint, a PPR block does not have to finish before starting the subsequent PPR blocks (if they exist). In comparison, it is unsafe for OpenMP to overlap the execution of consecutive loops.
Next we show that hints may increase the amount of parallelism without complex programming.
Time Skewing
Iterative solvers are widely used to compute fixed-point or equilibrium solutions. Figure 2 shows the structure of a typical solver as a two-nested loop. The outer level is the time-step loop. In each time step, the inner loop computes on some domain data. The inner loop is usually data parallel. The time steps, however, have three types of dependences: the convergence check, which depends on the entire time step; the continuation check, which depends on the convergence result of the last step; and the cross time-step data conflict, since time steps use and modify the same domain data.
In manual parallelization, a barrier is inserted between successive time steps to preserve all three dependences. Although simple to implement, the solution precludes parallelism between time steps. Previous literature shows that by overlapping time steps, one may obtain large performance improvements for both sequential [7, 12] and parallel [5] executions. Wonnacott termed the transformation time skewing [12] .
Parallelization hints can express time skewing with four annotations shown in Figure 2 . It uses two parallel blocks. The first block allows each time step to be parallelized. The second allows consecutive time steps to overlap. In addition, it uses two ordered blocks. The first serialize data updates in the inner loop. The second delays the convergence check after all data updates are completed. The hints ignore the continuation dependence and cross timestep conflicts since they happen infrequently. The continuation check fails only at the last iteration. Cross-iteration conflicts usually do not happen immediately if the inner loop processes domain data in a fixed order. The BOP speculation support will detect and correct these errors when they happen. In other times, the parallelism between time steps is profitably exploited. We have tested a case in which the BOP version was 18% faster than the OpenMP version on 7 processors, thanks to time skewing. In this case, parallelization hints outperformed critical section and barrier synchronization while still maintaining the sequential result.
Summary
The two examples show the limitation and benefits of parallel programming without concurrency constructs:
• No concurrency constructs. No out-of-order updates as permitted by locks, barriers, atomic sections, and transactions.
• Speculation support. The cost limits the efficiency and scalability.
• Ease of parallel programming. Hints relieve a user from correctness considerations and may be inserted by hand or automatically.
• Speculative parallelism. A user may parallel code that is often but not always parallel.
The first two mean less parallelism and more overhead. The next two, however, mean easier, safe parallelization. Ease of programming may mean faster speed, as shown by the second example.
